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ABSTRACT
This study is based on research that provided precise insights into changes in
social relations in Venice during the last war with the Ottoman Empire, known
as the Second Morean War 1714–1718. The focus is on very complex relations
between Daniel IV Dolphin (1656–1729) and Andrea Pisani (1662–1718), as
representatives of the two strongest factions in the patriciate. British sources,
more precisely than Venetian contemporaries, related the general crisis of
government with most important personalities on whom the war efforts were
based. This study seeks to underline the credibility and precision of British
sources while using achievements of contemporary Italian historiography, with
respects to the visible progress over the past decades in research of the various
phenomena of the Venetian patriciate.
Keywords: Venice, Daniele IV Dolfin, Andrea Pisani, oligarchy, patriciate, Morea,
Corfu

FONTI BRITANNICHE SULLA CRISI DEL PATRIZIATO VENEZIANO
NEL PERIODO DELLA SECONDA GUERRA DI MOREA:
IL CASO DI DANIELE IV DOLFIN
SINTESI
Il presente contributo è il risultato di una ricerca che ha fornito una visione
accurata dei cambiamenti verificatisi nelle relazioni sociali a Venezia durante il
periodo dell’ultima guerra della Serenissima contro l’Impero Ottomano, conosciuta come la Seconda guerra di Morea (1714-1718). L’attenzione si concentra
sulla relazione complessa tra Daniele Dolfin, detto Daniele IV (1656-1729), e
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Andrea Pisani (1662-1718), rappresentanti di due correnti più potenti del patriziato veneziano del tempo. Le fonti britanniche, più esaurienti e scrupolose di
quelle veneziane, associavano la crisi generale del potere ai rapporti tra le figure
più importanti su cui poggiavano gli sforzi bellici della Repubblica di Venezia.
La presente indagine si propone quindi di ribadire la credibilità e precisione
delle fonti britanniche, utilizzando allo stesso tempo i risultati della storiografia
italiana contemporanea, la quale negli ultimi decenni ha conseguito progressi
tangibili nello studio dei vari fenomeni concernenti il patriziato.
Parole chiave: Venezia, Daniele IV Dolfin, Andrea Pisani, oligarchia, patriziato,
Morea, Corfu

INTRODUCTION: SYSTEM WEAKNESSES AND GENERAL DECADENCE
Aside from international relations, Venice was attractive with its extraordinary ambience that offered sublime rest, entertainment or leisure. Italy provided
enjoyment in Roman and Renaissance antiquities, climate and ambience. The
British were among the first to discover Italy as such, as Venice was an important intermediary in their Mediterranean expansion. However, the relations
between Britain and Venice were not defined precisely enough, primarily due
to the lack of a trade agreement that would regulate the rights and obligations
of British traders in the Venetian market (Kocić, 2018, 147–166). But thanks to
a particular cultural interaction, British public opinion has built a belief in the
exceptionality of the Venetian system and its ability to preserve the independence of the Republic, despite the substantial changes in international relations
during the eighteenth century (Eglin, 2001, 11 and further). British travelers
especially contributed to a closer knowledge of the Venetian political constitution and social practices. In the early years of the eighteenth century, Joseph
Addison considered the Senate to pursue wise policies, and to use influence and
procedures that were unknown in other contemporary states.
Despite his enthusiasm, Addison was also aware of the system’s weaknesses
(Addison, 1767, 63). The British critical view of the Venetian constitution culminated in reports by British Embassy Secretary Christian Cole with a detailed
description of complex social tensions at the very beginnings of the Second
Morean War (1714):
They have lost their Trade, they are full of debts, tho the Subjects are loaden
with taxs, they are hated by all the Gentlemen in their Terra-Firma, and by
all the Greeks, they have no military virtue at all, and think now only on
preserving themselves, and not at all on resolut[ion] to doe any thing that
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may be dangerous. They are fallen into a perfect Oligarchy, the worst of all
Governments every man gatheres what he can, and those who have reigns in
the hand are full of money, whilst the rest sta[te] (TNA SP 99/60, 266v–267r).
Indicating the “perfect oligarchy” could be understood in accordance with
Valker Hunecke’s study of the negative connotation of the notion of oligarchy,
the developments enabled 14–15 senators to take almost entire state power
(Hunecke, 1999, 141, 144). In recent studies, from the past three decades, the
transition from an aristocratic republic with elements of patrician democracy to
an oligarchy has been examined more closely. The myth of patrician equality
has been shattered, and was becoming clear how the political unity has disappeared in plutocracy as patrician factions entered into fierce political struggles
(Hunecke 1991; Hunecke 1997; Hunecke, 1998; Hunecke 1999; Sabbadini,
1995; Sabbadini, 1999; Raines, 2003; Raines, 1991; Megna, 1997).
British visitors arriving in Venice from the mid seventeenth century noticed that
the patricians were controlled by several of the most influential families, while the
rest were expelled from power, and there were even patricians on the brink of survival, baranabotti. Segregation on the basis of wealth and thus the social influence
arose after the co-optation of new families since the Candian War (1645–1669), and
the practice continued during the First Morean War (Sabbadini, 1999, 495). Segregation also led to political divisions (Raines, 1991, 179). In the year in which the battle
for Morea was fought (1715), the patriciate had 1,750 members (Sabbadini, 1999,
496, fn. 2).1 In these circumstances, power was monopolized by several senators
(primati). This confirmed the state of the “oligarchy”, established since the middle of
the seventeenth century (Del Negro, 1984a, 422–424; Del Negro 1984b, 311–337).
The conflicts between “governo largo” and “governo stretto”, between an oligarchy
of the ottimati and a control over offices exercised by members of the lesser nobility
was becoming structural. Oligarchy and plutocracy produced irreparable fractures
within the nobility, but also between the Republic and its subject territories (Viggiano, 2013, 70–73). In all this, Broglio, today’s Piazzetta di San Marco, gained
special significance, a narrow space intended for the rest of the patricians during
the session of the Grand Council and the Senate, where all important decisions were
actually made in a rather speculative way (Raines, 1991, 137 sq.).
The “oligarchy”, with such additional unofficial affiliation, also influenced the
cover-up of all news and events that would challenge its special status. Pietro del
Negro pointed out that after the end of the Second Morean War, “started a silence in
Venetian historiography”, underlining in particular the decision of 1719 to suspend
work on the Annals, a collection of the most important documents, used by the “official historians” (Del Negro, 1998).2 That is why the events of the Second Morea
War are not covered by any official history. As Anastaisa Stouraiti pointed out, Pietro
1
2

Addison recorded 1,500 members around 1702 (Addison, 1767, 64).
Paper available on public domain, at www.treccani.it; this version lacks pagination.
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Garzoni (1645–1735) was elected to the position of “state historian” on June 10,
1692 (Stouraiti, 2005, 248). Garzoni was a senator and a prominent public figure.
In two volumes of the History of Venice, he described the events during the First
Morean War (Garzoni, 1712) and the War of the Spanish Succession (Garzoni, 1719).
However, the third volume of his History of Venice, supposed to cover the Second
Morean War, never appeared. He was convinced that by writing about the events on
Morea, he would arouse the anger of his fellow citizens (Del Negro, 1998). In that
circumstance, the relations at the summit of the patriciate were also contained, as
party struggles, their manifestations on the internal affairs of Venice, and the attitude
of the patricians towards the provinces and subjects.
The patriciate tried at all costs to conceal its own responsibility for the loss of
Morea. This leads to a re-examination of the decisions and specific abilities of the
members of the patriciate who made the most important decisions, to adapt to the
current moment. The political games, or rather machinations, on Broglio, led to the
concentration of power in the circle of several most powerful and influential families,
according to whose interests the other patricians gravitated. Therefore, this study
would be justified, to point out the details and essence of the party struggle at the top
of the patriciate during the crisis years of the Second Morean War, especcially since
it is based on the exact and the impartial British sources. In order to focus on the
person of Daniele IV Dolphin, war operations were deliberately ignored, although
they were the subject of only scarce eighteenth-century Venetian histories (Ferrari,
1723; Diedo, 1751, IV). Only later research indicated the most significant moments
in the conflict (Bernardy, 1902; Setton, 1997; Pinzelli, 2003).
DANIELE IV DOLFIN, BACKGROUND AND ASCENT
Daniele IV Dolfin was one of the most prominent figures during the Second
Morean War, better known to contemporaries as Girolamo Dolfin. The Dolphin
family was one of the 12 oldest patrician houses and emerged by separation from
the Gradenigo family (Mantoan & Quaino, 2014, 175). “Dolfini di San Pantalon”
stood out as a younger branch of the family in the fifteenth century, and were
named after the parish and the church built in the ninth century, where their family house was built (Dolfin, 1924, 58–59). A member of the branch was Daniele
IV Dolfin who took part in the battles for the conquest of Morea at the beginning
of the First Morean War as capitano ordinario delle navi. He especially stood
out during the conquest of Coron in 1685. By his merits he provided both the
advancement in the army, and popularity with the fellow citizens. In the following
years he participated in all operations that have made Venice win the biggest part
of Morea. While fighting in the Morea, he married a certain lady from Euboea
(Negroponte), but their son Pompeo was not recognized by the patricians as the
legitimate family heir (Mantoan & Quaino, 2014, 182). Having gained fame in the
Morea, he was appointed in 1692 to Provveditore generale nella Dalmazia, and
kept this office until 1696. This is indicated by his report, was published thanks
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to a team of collaborators gathered by Rita Tolomeo on the project Stato da mar.
He sent the report to the Senate after the expiration of the duty of the general
provveditore of Dalmatia. When he returned to Venice, in the Senate on March 17,
1697, he presented a detailed account of the situation in Dalmatia and suggested
that certain measures be taken (ASVe, Collegio, Relazioni, b. 67). 3
The conquest of Morea in 1685–1687 contributed to the strengthening of the reputation of the patricians. Francesco Morosini was given an honorary title Il Peloponnesiaco. The Senate sought to organize power in Morea, divided into four provinces. The
process of consolidation of power was reconstructed by Gaetano Cozzi (Cozzi, 1985,
740–789), and lately also Alexis Malliaris (Malliaris 2004, 499–505; Μάλλιαρης,
2018, 247–269; Malliaris, 2007, 97–110). The Venetian military on Morea, and the
successfull defense during the First Morean War were brought under the light in the
doctoral dissertation by Erico Pinzelli (Pinzelli, 2003), with new perspectives on the
events on the eve of the Ottoman attack of 1715.
“Hero of the Mytilene” took an active role in political life after the war.
During the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–1714), he was entrusted with
certain duties in the defense of Terraferma. In August 1705, he was elected its
general providor (Pinzelli, 2003, 464). When Austrian troops conquered Milan
(1706), Daniele IV defended the Senate’s decision to keep Venice neutral, according to him a wise choice so that Republic would not suffer any war damage
(Pinzelli, 2003, 464). In order to stimulate the economy in the hinterland, Venice
began demobilization in Terraferma, in 1711 (Pinzelli, 2003, 466). Daniele IV
was however opposed, as intentions to take back Peloponnese grew in the Ottoman Empire, and offered ideas for the upcoming war operations (Centanni,
1998, 273). 4 Older Italian historians have discovered its unbridled nature, passion
for gambling and uncontrolled outbursts (Dolfin, 1924, 171–176), but that did
not diminish his influence. After all, his brother Daniele Giovanni III Dolphin
(1654–1729) was appointed to ambassador in Poland in 1715, where he remained
until 1717 (Setton, 1991, 423; Zorzi, 1982, 267–302; Ferrari, 1723, 34). 5
And while Daniele IV Dolfin gained fame in his early years, over time his
character has suppressed the wisdom of the mature age as he also experienced
the Second Morean War. Daniele IV was elected again Provveditore generale
da Mar in 1714 (Mantoan & Quaino, 2014, 190). British secretary Christian
3
4
5

Documentavailableonthepublicdomainhttp://www.statodamar.it/mare.php?ly=5&ar=3&rt=47&re=306&sid=
transcription by Lia de Luca.
The cited Monice Centanni’e research indicated various aspects of his activities. Also in:
Pedrocco, 1996, 43–50.
Hugh Broughton informed London about the election of Daniele III Dolfin, referring to him as “Cavalier
Dolfin”, noting that he should have asked the King of Poland for help, according to the 1699 Karlowitz
peace contract (TNA SP 99/61, 20r). The same conclusion about this mission was given by Nani Mocenigo,
who reffers him as Giovanni Dolfin; Nani Mocenigo, 1935, 316. He exclusively mentions his brother as
Daniele Dolfin (Ibid., 317). The same occasion, Giovanni Dolfin was supposed to visit Vienna and become
more familiar with Austrian attitudes (Diedo, 1751, IV, 78).
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Cole (1673–1734) announced in mid-March to London that three new warships
(Crowned Valour, The Vittoria Morea and Iris) were soon to sail for the Levant
with the general Daniele IV (TNA SP 99/60, 229r). In late July 1714, Daniele
IV “has took his leave in the Colledge, and will imbark on Sunday next for the
Levant, when [h]e has auctority of Captain General given him” (TNA SP 99/60,
368r). 6 At that moment, Daniel IV became the most important figure in Venetian
defense policy on the Levant. Reporting on the situation in Venice, Cole indirectly
linked his election as commander-in-chief to rumors of a possible Ottoman fleet
attack on the Italian coast (TNA SP 99/60, 368r).
DISGRACE
The years of Turkish occupation that had preceded the reconquest had reduced
Morea to poverty and desolation. The rule of the Catholic Republic, instead of the
Islamic Empire, did not contribute to the political favor of the local Greek Orthodox
population. In a letter dated May 31, 1715, to the Secretary of State of the Southern
Department James Stanhope (1673–1721) Hugh Broughton stressed the indisposition the Greeks towards the Venetian authorities on the Morea and the fact that the
Venetians ordered all the inhabitants to withdraw to the four fortifications. These
cities were not sufficiently supplied with weapons, provisions and ammunition, while
the fleet took care of Corfu, Kefalonia and Zakynthos (TNA SP 99/61, 37r).
In British reports, Daniele IV is not mentioned during the first months of the war.
Otherwise, the first document to point his activities was his letter from mid-March
1715 informing the Senate that he had prepared Morea for defense, and waiting succor (TNA SP 99/61, 24v). The press actually announced that he arrived in Modon, and
was supposed to move to Corfu to be united with the rest of the fleet (AI, 1715, 53v).
But there is a possibility that his name was used by the press in order to raise combat
morale. Daniele IV actually remained fortified with the rest of the army at Modon
(AI, 1715, 57v). In his History of Venice Giacomo Diedo paid tribute to his efforts.
Daniele IV persistently pressed the Senate for ships, troops and supplies. He was
fully aware of all the weaknesses of the Venetian defense of Morea and the islands
(Diedo, 1751, IV, 82). His activities in strengthening the Venetian positions were also
confirmed by the crew of the British ship “Fregatta”, after meeting him in the waters
near Zakynthos, where he had passed in the meanwhile (AI, 1715, 65v).7 Daniele IV
also assembled a War Council for a more efficient defense.
Kapudan Pasha Janım Hoca captured Tinos (June 5–6), followed by the offensive of the Grand Vizier Ali Pasha, who conquered Corinth (June 26–July 2),
6

7

On the significance of this position in the social order of Venice with more detail in: Casini, 2001, 219–270.
Dolfin gave a speech in the Senate on that occasion: La Via Lattea. Orazione in lode dell’Ill.mo et ecc.mo
sig. Girolamo Dolfino cavalier provveditor generale in mare la seconda volta nel suo solenne ingresso fatto
in Corfù l’anno 1714 (Cicogna, 1847, 412).
In a list he compiled to acquaint London with the strength of the Venetian fleet, Broughton cited “Bastarda”
as a Dolfin’s ship (TNA SP 99/61, 35v).
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Nauplio (July 12–20), Modon (August 18) and Malvasia (September 7). With
that, the Ottomans took over the entire Peloponnese. Surprised by the quick surrender, British ambassador with the Ottoman Porte, Robert Sutton (ambassador:
1701–1716/1718), stated that Venice had been working for the last five years to
rebuild the fortifications “with great care & Expence... & had brought them to
such perfection that they were esteemed by themselves impregnable” (TNA SP
97/23, 185r). He further pointed out that Daniele IV personally, with his presence,
encouraged the garrisons to prepare for the defense.
Ships arriving in Venice brought news of catastrophic losses. They were published
in the press with a delay and in a milder version, but despite that, the public got
the impression that the most responsible culprits for the defeat at Morea were the
military commanders (AI, 1716). In a letter dated August 23, Hugh Broughton, in
addition to suspecting that Morea was lost, stated that the news of these events were
kept in strict secrecy (TNA SP 99/61, f 49r). The loss of Nauplio, the most fortified
Venetian position on the Morea, surprised contemporaries and opened the question
of the command responsibility of Daniel IV. Sutton noted that before the Ottoman
attack on the city, Daniel IV ordered 8 Dalmatian and 2 German regiments (Adelman
& Diegher), with another two regular regiments, a total of 5000 soldiers, leave the
defense to be deployed in the fleet. To defend Nafplio, he sent one regiment from
Dalmatia and 4 others,8 a total of 1700 to 1800 infantry. He promised to send as
many more soldiers, but that reinforcement never arrived. The lack of grenadiers and
artillery was especially felt, while ammunition and groceries were plentiful (TNA
SP 97/23, 189r). Giacomo Diedo, who knew that Daniel IV had ordered the 8 navas
and 11 galleys to withdraw from Nafplio, claimed that he had the permission of the
Senate, in order to strengthen the fleet (Diedo, 1751, IV, 84). Regarding the loss of
Nafplio, Diedo confirmed the beliefs in responsibility of Daniel IV, charged by the
Senate to defend the city (Diedo, 1751, IV, 95).
While a possible failure to arm Nauplio revealed possible flaws, the struggle over
Modon openly indicated responsibility of Daniel IV. While the battle for Nafplio was
in progress, Daniel IV was anchored with the fleet at Zakynthos. When the Ottoman
army besieged Modon, Daniel IV left Zakynthos and sailed with the fleet to Modon,
from where he did not move (Ferrari, 1723, 58), and the Venetian fleet then escaped
the catastrophe only thanks to the indecision of the kapudan-pasha Janım Hoca, who
did not dare to attack swayed by the unfavorable wind (TNA SP 97/23, 197r).
But Daniele IV continued to perform his duty of capitano generale. Consultations were held, and was decided to withdraw the fleet further north, while
proveveditor straordinario Fabio Bonvicini had to stay with large ships and
provide assistance to endangered positions, and only Marco Loredan was against
(Diedo, 1751, IV, 98). It was a decision to withdraw the majority of the fleet to
the northern Aegean that raised doubts about the correctness of conducting operations, and led the Senate to decide to reconsider the responsibilities of the highest
8

The document mentioned: de la Sale, Tutu, Medin and one Italian.
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commanders. Diedo stated that Daniele IV ordered the help to be delivered to
Spinalongi, but it was not possible to carry out (Diedo, 1751, IV, 105). 9
A useful addition to the official reports of British diplomacy was then offered
by The Historical Register, with current events from all parts of the world, including Venice.10 Considering the circumstances during 1716, The Historical Register
points the position of Daniel IV, who suffered the condemnation of the commons,
who blamed him for the failure, while, on the other hand, the same subjects could not
understand real weaknesses of the Venetian army (THR, 1717, I, 28). It was the public
outcry that prompted the Senate to cancel him “employment” (THR, 1717, I, 28) and
thus deprive Daniel IV of the title of the commander in chief. British Resident in
Venice Alexander Cunningham (1655–1737; resident: 1715–1719) did not hear nice
opinions about Dolfin. “The [co]mmon people cry out against him and [he] has ruined
the Malteze Gen[era]ll at [wa]y, they add this pasquerade, that if has miscarried, that
it was neither [of] want of Horse nor foot, he having 40000 Cavali and 40000 fanti, in
so [man]y packs of cards, which he carried w[it]h Him” (TNA SP 99/61, 88r). They
considered him must responsible for the defeat, he became the object of ridicule of
ordinary people, and his gambling vice was emphasized.
CRISIS OF POWER AND APPOINTMENT OF CAPITANO GENERALE
Based on November 8, 1715 letter from Hugh Broughton, it could be concluded
that by that date Daniel IV had been removed from the duty of capitano generale, and
chosen Francesco Grimani (TNA SP 99/61, 75r). In the following letter he is more
specific about the circumstances, although he avoided mentioning Daniel IV:
But Sig[nor] Francesco Grimani, which was elected Captain Generall seems to
refuse the Charge, untill in reality he sees a sufficient Army, and fleet of Shipps &
Galleys wel manned. This is most likely to be effected, for all care is taken ther[e]
about against next Spring. And the Republick is raysing money by Taxes, contriveing Lotterys, and selling all their land & houses to the best bidder. Also freeing
banish’d People, Prissoners &c for money. But they will be very cautions to make
New Patritij & Porcurators for Money, because the Moderne Nobillity are already
too numerous for the antient familys & generally more rich (TNA SP 99/61, 77r).
The fact that Francesco Grimani set a restrictive condition was a precedent that
opened the crisis of power in the Republic. The legal provisions provided that a
patrician elected to the Grand Chamber could refuse the assigned duty, but he was
9

The same was confirmed by the French contemporary Anthleme Tricaud (Tricaud, 1718, I, 238). Dolfin
persisted in his decision to keep the Venetian fleet in northern positions (Diedo, 1751, IV, 107).
10 It is significant that the publisher was Sun Fire Office, a company that has provided insurance services since
1706. The company soon started publishing its own magazine, as the insurance market also depended on
events from all over the world. In 1716, the company decided to publish quarterly reports instead of weekly
newspapers (THR, 1717, I, i).
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obliged to pay a fine of 2,000 ducats to the Treasury, and to be deprived of the right
to attend the sessions of the Grand Council over the next two years. Grimani was
aware of that. He therefore asked the Senate to increase the fee in order to accept the
offered position.
Another important decision followed. At the end of November 1715 was published Proclama announcing an investigation among officials and officers related
to the omissions on the Morea and in the fleet (TNA SP 99/60, 409v). According
to British sources, the strongest blow was the loss of Nafplio, and that led to the
investigation. Cunningham noted that “Napoli di Romani was well provided in
evrie thig but men, the garrison consisting only of about 1100 [men]. B[e]side
sev[e]ral officers are ill spoke of an[y] suspected of treacherie, w[hi]ch is to
be inquir[ed] into” (TNA SP 99/61, 83v). To explain the opening of the investigation, he stated that the Venetian fleet was otherwise well equipped, but lost
several favorable opportunities to gain advantage over the Ottoman fleet under
the pretext that several Maltese ships did not join in time. The same statement
indicates that the senators were most affected by the inactivity of the fleet (TNA
SP 99/61, 83v). It was a direct accusation against Daniel IV.
The appointment of Francesco Grimani soon proved to be a bad solution. Overthrown by epileptic seizures, he resigned and immediately suspended military
preparations. Tricaud noticed that Grimani belonged to the “second” category of
nobility, as his family was enrolled in Libro d’Oro after the first closure (serrata)
of the Grand Council Consiglio Maggior in 1297 (Tricaud, 1718, I, 247). After
the first order sent to Daniele IV, to return to Venice immediately and submit a
report (TNA SP 99/61, 88r), a new order soon set out, with orders to stay with the
fleet at Corfu.
In a letter dated December 20, 1715, Cunningham notes “Sig[no]r Grimani
latelie chosen Capt[ai]n Gen[eral]l was this week taken ill w[it]h Epileptick
fits, a stop is put to his Equepage, and Orders are sent to Gen[eral]l Dolfino to
stay at Corfu w[it]h the fleet, and tis generaly thought, t[ha]t he will be continued in his post” (TNA SP 99/61, 189r–189v). British sources reveal the crisis
of patriciate, affecting the electoral system. On January 3, 1716, Cunningham
noted that Michele Morosini (formerly sent to several diplomatic missions)
had been appointed Ambassador Extraordinary, and was to visit several Italian
courts and seek help (TNA SP 99/61, 91v). Two days later, on January 5, during
the Sunday session of the Grand Council, Michele Morosini was elected the new
Capitanio Generalle. Francesco Grimani retired to Padua “for his health” (TNA
SP 99/61, 102r).
In Britain was also announced that the new captain general was the namesake and
close relative of the famous Francesco Morosini from the previous war (MM, 1716,
17). After the election of Morosini, Daniele IV no longer had a reason to stay in
Corfu. But Michele Morosini Jr., for reasons not disclosed to the public, immediately
rejected his position after the election. “His exuses we found soe just, that the Senat,
put noe fine upon him, and proceeded to chuse another in his room” (TNA SP 99/61,
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107r).11 The press in Britain, inclined to interpret the events at its own discretion,
presented the repeated election to the highest position in the Venetian army as an
affair at the top of the state. Monthly Mercury did not consider the withdrawal of
Grimani and Morosini a mere coincidence. In this way, they tried to avoid public
condemnation, if the Venetian army suffered another defeat. In the issue for January
1716, it was stated
...but many are of Opinion, that they made Use of it as of a specious Pretence to
decline a Command, wherein they foresaw they would suffer in their Honours and
reputation, as Signior Delphino has done. No doubt but the latter is a brave Man,
and an experienced General; but yet he layes under the Censure of the People,
who being ignorant of the true Condition of the Forces of the Republick, lay the
Blame of the Loss of Morea at his Door (MM, t. XXVII, 1716, p. 17).
Andrea Pisani was elected Provveditor Generale Inquisitore al Isole (Diedo,
1751, IV, 85). In the midst of the election crisis, he is already mentioned as one of the
candidates for a higher position in the army. Thus in a letter dated January 7, 1716,
Cunningham noted:
The ballot fell on Sig[no]r Pisani, who is on Corfu, presently after this election, advice was sent to him and his ansver is imatiently expected. It is thought
His Ex[e]l[len]ce will not accept. In that case, the Senate will return to make
a new Election, wh[ic]h is thought will fall upon Sig[no]re Molinos, who far
age and infirmitys is no able to stir out of his Chamber and after all, it is
thought Gen[era]ll Dolfino will be ordered to command in that post this year,
notwithstanding of all the outery that was made against his conduct the last
Camp[aig]ne (TNA SP 99/61, 107r).
On January 13, the Grand Council voted for the new Commander-in-Chief, Andrea Pisani. A special commission was appointed to inform him of the election (MM,
t. XXVII, 1716, p. 17). And that’s what happened. At the end of February 1716,
Andrea Pisani informed the Senate that he must reject the position and Daniele IV
remained the commander-in-chief until further notice (TNA SP 99/61, 133v).12 In
early March, Senate still failed to resolve the issue of the commander-in-chief (TNA
SP 99/61, 135r). Suddenly, Andrea Pisani changed his mind and accepted the position
of commander-in-chief on March 15 (TNA SP 99/61, 154v).
Senator Diedo, who published his History of Venice three decades later, almost
kept silent about the election for Capitano Generale. The period between the Dolfin’s
dismissal until the appointment of Andrea Pisani, Diedo sublimated only in a few
11 Almost the same version was offered by a French contemporary Tricaud (Tricaud, 1718, I, 255).
12 Marshal Schulenburg, in the meanwhile, visited Corfu, Zakynthos and Kefalonia, and returned to Dalmatia
to establish defense (TNA SP, 99/61, 133v).
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lines, while trying to cover up the crisis of the system. Diedo kept silent about the
elections that burdened the Grand Council from the end of 1715 to the middle of
March 1716, when Andrea Pisani finally accepted the highest position in the army
(Diedo, 1751, IV, 117–118). Presumably, Diedo did this not to defend the interests of
Daniele IV and his supporters, but to cover up the powerlessness of the government
and oligarchy he also belonged to. Girolamo Ferrari in his History also withheld the
Commander-in-Chief election, only stating that Daniele Girolamo was succeeded by
Antonio Pisani (Ferrari, 1723, 101, 339).
ELECTION FOR THE SAINT MARK’S PROSECUTOR
In mid-April 1716, Daniele IV was expected to return to Venice (TNA SP
99/61, 157v). A letter from Corfu reported that he boarded the ship Rosa Moceniga, leaving the fleet in good condition under the command of Pisani (TNA SP
99/61, 166r). A letter from Venice dated April 18, 1716, published by The Monthly
Mercury, claims that Daniele IV arrived in Venice the day before. It is further
stated in that document “...and after he has made a Report to the Senate of the
Condition of our Forces both by Sea nad Land, and of the Transactions of the last
Campaign, ‘tis hoped we shall know the true Cause of the ill Success thereof, and
particular the Reasons whay Napoli di Romania, and other Fortresses in Morea,
made little or no Resistance, and how that fine Country was so easily conquered
by the Turks” (MM, t. XXVII, pp. 158–159)
Daniele IV left quarantine on May 20 and appeared in Venice (Tricaud, 1718,
I, 274). The Senate was convened to discuss his acting in Morea. In his defense,
Daniele IV stated that the help was not delivered on time (Tricaud, 1718, I, 275).
In the mid May 1716 “…after long debates on Gen[era]l Dolfinos conduct last
camp[ai]gn, it was approven in Pregadi by ballot and more than two thirds wer[e]
for him” (TNA SP 99/61, 174r). That is how he escaped the trial. It was rumored
that after the vote he would be sent back to Corfu to command the army and navy
together with Pisani “in quality of Providitore Gen[era]l or some such Name”
(TNA SP 99/61, 176r). The limited choice that the government faced (TNA SP
99/61, 176r–176v), as well as the power that the family had in society, really led
to that compromise.
At the end of June 1716 Daniele IV appeared before his fellow citizens in a large
procession accompanied by many friends as a procurator of St. Mark (TNA SP 99/61,
197v). From the beginning of the war until that moment, several patricians were
elected procurator. In accordance with the constitutional structure, the position of
the procurator was just below the doge’s. The procurator could not participate in
the session of the Grand Council, but enjoyed lifelong participation in the Senate.
Its holder only could not run for the position of doge. About a month or two passed
from the elections to the Grand Chamber, to the solemn entry into the city in the
clothes of the procurator. Some of the elected procurators, since they were under
penalty (in bando), could not organize a solemn procession. In the case of Daniel
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IV, British sources do not state the moment when he was elected procurator, but
only the ceremony he organized that occasion at the end of June 1716. As the ban on
communication with foreign representatives has been tightened, it is possible that this
information remained unknown to Cunningham. It is most probable that the election
of Daniel IV was kept secret so as not to provoke the subjects, who considered him
personally accountable for the loss of Morea.
The purchase of the title of procurator, after he was acquitted of all charges,
was justified from the aspect of its public demonstration. He also ordered that the
speech he gave when entering the Procuratria should be printed and distributed,
wishing to suppress a bad impression in public. The speech was printed “con
licenza de’superiori”, indicating that he has not yet lost the support of the oligarchy. With the speech he addressed Venetian patricians as the social and political
basis of the existing order. He began by saying that the Consiglio (Grand Council)
and the army were the two pillars of Venice, the first in charge of its glory and
the second of its strength, fermezza (Orazione, 1716, 3). He purposefully tried
to make up for his failures on the Morea with successes in Dalmatia as he stated
that the investigation of the failures in the Morea determined the minimum of his
responsibility (Orazione, 1716, 6). After that, Daniele IV returned to Corfu and
took part in the battles for the island.
CORFU DEFENSE: THE PEAK OF THE DOLFIN VS. PISANI STRUGGLE
The single significant stronghold on the Levant remained Corfu. The island
was the most important Venetian base towards the Levant, where the bulk of its
fleet was stationed. On July 5, 1716, the Ottoman fleet escaped the Venetian
fleet and entered the Corfu Canal (Pinzelli, 2003, 500). In the first attack, the
Ottomans were repulsed in an attempt to disembark (July 5–8). Diedo mentions
his participation in the fighting in the Corfu Channel, when he “con qualche altra
Nave, che preso postro tra i Legni Veneti, e gli Ottomani...” (Diedo, 1751, IV,
129). The fighting continued after that, and on July 19, the landing of Ottoman
forces on the island began. The attackers threatened the city of Corfu itself. The
Venetians still managed to defend the city with the support of their Greek subjects. Simultaneously, on August 5 the Austrian army of Prince Eugene of Savoy
defeated Grand Vizier Damat Ali Pasha and the Ottomans at Petrovaradin. The
news reached the Ottoman camp near Corfu in the night between August 20 and
21, following a terrible storm that probably also saved the island. The Ottoman
withdrawal place between 22 and 25 August (TNA SP 99/61, 229r).
It is indisputable that Corfu was preserved for Venice by the decision of Charles VI
(1711–1740) to conclude the Holy League with Venice and the Pope against the Ottoman
Empire, and that the defeat of the Ottoman army under Petrovaradin contributed to the
Ottoman withrawal. The Ottomans, however, were primarily wary of bad weather. All
these facts are ignored by British sources, in the first place Alexander Cunningham’s
reports are partially ignored, emphasizing in the first place military skills of Marshal
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Matthias Johann von der Schulenburg (1661–1747).13 He had spent much of the winter
improving the fortifications. As pointed in a British source “all agree t[ha]t the Repub[li]
ck owns Corfu to the wise conduct and braverie of Gen[era]l Sculenburgh, and noe doubt,
but all Italia is infinitly obliged to him, but they begin alreddy to give the Glorie of it to
the Blessed Virgin and some unknown Saint” (TNA SP 99/61, 233v).14 An unpleasant
circumstance occurred for the patricians. Although Venice used foreign mercenaries, the
commanding position belonged exclusively to the patricians, who based their influence
in politics and society on their merits in the warfare (a classic example was Fracesco
Morosini during the First Morean War). Since Venice had weak infantry, the title generale
dal sbarco, already created, was assigned to Schulemburg. Thus, in the defense of Corfu,
all the glory and gratitude went to him. The Venetian command staff went unnoticed, and
this was also case with Pisani as with Daniel IV.15
The defense of Corfu ended a series of defeats and raised the spirits, but also intensified the conflict between the supporters of Pisani and Dolfin. The fact that the Venetian
fleet set out in search of the Ottomans on August 27, but returned to Corfu the very
next day, Cunningham explained by the same hostility of their clans (TNA SP 99/61,
229v; 233v). Although neither Anrea Pisani nor Daniele IV Dolfin excelled in defending
Corfu, this did not prevent their supporters from deepening the conflict, especially on the
issue of conducting war operations (TNA SP 99/61, 229v). The British contemporary was
explicit in claiming that there was a huge hatred between the Pisani and clans, but he still
remained basically restrained, stating that there was a custom for the commander-in-chief
to report to the Senate regularly with reports on his actions, presenting his own assessments. That is why Cunningham decided to wait for the arrival of the first British ship
with news, more inclined to trust British than Venetian sources (TNA SP 99/61, 233v).
13 At the end of 1714, Venice decided to hire Baron Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg in rank of Generale
del sbarco if the Ottoman army attacks Morea (TNA SP 99/60, 405r). Generale del sbarco was the title
given to the Senate awarding the most prestigious of foreign generals engaged during the war in the Venetian service. Schulenburg had a long military service and not only distinguished himself as a commander,
but also as a diplomat. In his early age he left his native Emden, not far from Magdeburg (Margravate of
Brandenburg), for France, where he studied maths from 1680 at a Huguenot university in Saumur. He
then entered the civil administration of Brunswick–Wolfenbüttel, but he soon left that position, opting in
favor of military career. He fought in Hungary 1687–1688. Then he was in a diplomatic mission in service
of Duke of Brunswick (Killy, 2005, 187). During the War of the Spanish Succession he managed to gain
respect of the Prince Eugene of Savoy, although he fought on the opposite side. Until 1711 he remained
in the service of the Saxon elector Frederick Augustus I (1670–1733), then he was also with the King of
Poland (1697–1706). In the Great Northern War (1700–1721) he fought against the Swedish King Charles
XII (1697–1718), gaining fame. But he failed to join the Austrian army of Charles VI. This was opposed by
Eugene of Savoy himself (Killy, 2005, 187). The Senate hired him at the end of 1714, but he did not arrive
in Venice until December 13 1715 (TNA SP 99/61, 77r).
14 In September, the Senate decided to reward Schulenburg with a diamond-studded golden sword and an
annual salary of 1,000 pistoles. French currency. The press also covered the event, alleging that Schulenburg received an annual salary of 5,000 ducats (AI, 1717, 11r.) The very next day, the Grand Chamber
decided to erect his statue on Corfu (Ibid., 235r). Inspired by the victories of Schulenburg Antonio Vivaldi
(1678–1741) composed in his honor oratorium Judita (Killy, 2005, 187).
15 “In all this siedge non distinguished themselves, like Gen[era]l Sculenburgh and the Adm[ira]l of the Turks,
the one for the brave defence made, t[h]e other for the retreat” (TNA SP 99/61, 229v).
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Schulenburg arrived in Venice only on December 5.16 He’s praise bothered patricians
and their political factions. Families that were giving cavaliers, procurators, doges for
centuries, recognized a danger in strengthening his reputation. When he appeared in the
Doge’s Palace, he did not meet a sufficient number of senators, so Senate session could
not be held (TNA SP 99/61, 297r). Disputes also arose over the reception ceremony. In
public, rumors were spread about “all profits that the Gen[era]l has enjoyed last year,
w[hic]h they make amount to 300000 Florins Germ[ans]” (TNA SP 99/61, 297r), to
be discredited among ordinary people. To one of those who spread the rumors, Cunningham sharply replied: “He saved Corfou, consequently Venise17 and all the Italie.
And if he had been imployed sooner He might have preserved t[h]e Morea, w[hic]h non
of them could doe18 t[h]e year before” (TNA SP 99/61, 297v).
GAMBLING AND RETREAT
Daniel IV Dolfin and Schulenburg returned to Venice at the same time (report
of January 1, 1717). Daniele IV was in need of a new position in the military
also because he sunk in gambling debts (TNA SP 99/61, 283v). It is possible that
Daniel IV, through his supporters, had a share in creating the opposition against
Schulenburg. Political struggles were also important in the perspective of an immediate priority to raise a new fleet. Cunningham noticed that Schulenburg enjoys
sympathies of ordinary people (TNA SP 99/61, 307r). A significant number of
senators considered Schulenburg indispensable. It was assumed that the Ottomans
would launch an offensive in Hungary, while Dalmatia could be attacked from land
and sea, and Venice was not ready for defense (TNA SP 99/61, 307r–307v). That is
how Schulenburg became even more important.
Daniele IV Dolfin knew how to manipulate the public while his clique seemed in
retreat and Schulenburg’s popularity growing. As the press reported (news from Venice
from January 23, 1717) “Capitano Generale Girolamo” paid 25,000 ducats “to fight
the common enemy.” The press brought this news as related to the election of Andrea
Cornaro to the post of procurator (AI, 1717, 19v). Since the election of a procurator
cost just that much, Daniele IV most likely thought that with this voluntary gesture he
would persuade the Grand Council to elect him to one of the commanding positions in
16 Leaving Corfu, Schulenburg ordered the fortification of Santa Maura (TNA SP 99/61, 264r). On his way
back to Venice, he informed the Pope about the new cult of St. Spyridon, and that alleged contribution
which to the defense of Corfu (TNA SP 99/61, 265v). The next day, he was visited by a delegation of senators with congratulatory greetings. Cunningham visited him on the same occasion and offered a stay at
the British Palace, thus repeating the offer made the previous year by King George I (TNA SP 99/61, 273r–
273v). Schulenburg apologized for not getting Senate permission to communicate with officials from other
states (TNA SP 99/61, 275v; 283v). After enduring quarantine, he appeared in the city in January 1717 and
was solemnly presented with a valuable saber (TNA SP 99/61, 286r). One of the most eminent sculptors of
the time Francesco Cabianca (1665–1737) finished his statue (AI, 1717, 3v).
17 Cunningham uses the French form, instead of the English “Venice”. By the way, he corresponded with state
secretaries in English as well as in French.
18 To be read “do”. Version “doe” is common in Cunningham’s correspondence.
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the army. In early February, the Senate elected Andrea Dolfin Padrone delle Navi. Until
then, he had served as one of six governatori straordinarii delle Navi (AI, 1717, 27r).
By early February 1717, it became known that Daniel IV had gambled a lot of
money, he was unemployed, and had lost all influence over Broglio (TNA SP 99/61,
307r). Simultaneously, Schulemburg was gaining public support, and the Andrea
Pisani achieved influence in the army and navy. A recent study states that Daniel
IV was first elected provveditore dei Fortezze and then for ambassador to Poland
(Mantoan & Quaino, 2014, 191). Cunningham, however, did not mention either of
the two appointments. The election to the position of ambassador of a man who
until then excelled in military skills and was not engaged in diplomatic missions
reveals that the Dolphin family managed to secure the position of Daniel IV in
order to remove him from Venice, even for a short period.
Subsequently in the Cunnigham reports relations on Daniel IV cease, as attention
shifted to the rise of Andrea Pisani and his supporters (Setton, 1991, 445). Indecisive naval battles in the summer of 1717 contributed to the impressions of seemingly
undefeated Pisani, while the public had to be assured of the Venetian fleet leverage.
Cunningham was aware of that, too. He was particularly angered by the public sentiments, as the press attributed the conquest of Vonitsa (the south coast of the Ambracian
gulf near Lefkada) to Pisani, while Cunningham considered that the most deserving
was Schulemburg (TNA SP 99/61, 423r–423v). The culmination of Pisani’s influence
was the proposal made at the end of November 1717 to be elected a knight of St. Mark
“which passed w[it]h much opposition in the Pregadi” (TNA SP 99/61, 427v). It seems
that neither of the two conflicting currents managed to take the key advantage.
At the end of March, an order was sent by Andrea Dolfin, who commanded the nava
Padrone, and also the commander of the convoy leaving the port, to move towards the
main corps of the Venetian fleet (AI, 1717, 56v).19
Daniele IV Dolfin became the subject of gossip again in the summer of 1718
after an incident briefly, concisely and condemningly described by Cunningham in
a report of 24 June: “Sig[no]r Dolfino, who fired a pistol on Sig[no]r Favangrolo,
19 The Senate sent an order to Dolfin on April 6 to board the convoy equipped for Morea with other commanders
(Trincaud, 1718, II, 394–395). In early May “noble Delfino” arrived in Corfu with 10 ships (Trincaud, 1718,
II, 401). Dolfin was given the task of supervising, from 2 ships, the fleet that was gathering in Bay of Cattaro
(Trincaud, 1718, II, 411, ref. a). Mario Nani Mocenigo mentioned Dolfin’s participation in the battles during
the summer of 1717 against the Ottoman fleet. Dolfin stood out on June 16 near the island of Strati when he
prevented the capture of the nava with the commander Ludovico Flangini (Nani Mocenigo, 1935, 334–335).
Diedo in History of Venice mentions the participation of one of the Dolfins in the circumstances when the Venetian fleet was anchored in the port Passavà, and the Ottoman in Corinth. He further stated: “ma ritrovandosi
l’Almirante di Daniele Delfino troppo vicina al nemico fu dato principio alla battaglia...” (Diedo, 1751, IV,
144). However, the press, while closely following the events, did not mention the participation of any member of the Dolphin family in clashes on June 12 near Imbros, on June 13 near S. Stratto, and on June 16 near
Monte Santo (AI, 1717, 125r–125v). On July 20, 1717, the Grand Council elected Marc Antonio Diedo after
the perished Flangini, while Corero was elected to the position of Capitaine ordinarie, instead of Dolphin
(Tricaud, 1718, II, 438). At the same time, fighting was taking place at Cape Matapan, and Pisani sailed with
the fleet for Cerigo (Diedo, 1751, IV, 145). In the battles for Vojnitza in October 1717, Diedo did not mention
the participation of Daniel IV Dolphin (Diedo, 1751, IV, 147–148).
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and wounded him in t[h]e arm, is fled from justice, and banished by Senate, and it
is said He is to goe to Peru” (TNA SP 99/62, 73r). The reason for the attack on the
mentioned Favangrolo is difficult to determine, although it can be assumed that he
pulled the gun because of gambling debts or a love affair. It is almost certain that
that the report referred to Daniel IV, since his cousin Antonio Dolfin was engaged
in operations in the Aegean at the time. Cunningham stated on September 26, 1718:
“Sig[no]re Delfino is to succeed Sig[no]re Diedo who was killed in t[h]e last bat[t]
le” (TNA SP 99/62, 115r–115v). The press also announced that Andrea Dolfin had
been appointed to that position (AI, 1718, 163r). From the way the report was
formulated in the press, it is very likely that Cunningham only copied the news. According to the previously mentioned genealogy, Daniel IV Andrea Dolfin (1689–?)
was listed as the son of Daniele III Dolfin (Mantoan & Quaino, 2014, 180). Diedo
in his History of Venice mentioned the death of Ludovico Diedo, who was mourned
for his courage and merits, but not that any member of the Dolphin family was then
appointed to his post (Diedo, 1751, IV, 163–164). He also withheld their participation in the battles for Dulcigno.
EPILOGUE (INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION)
The Passarowitz peace treaty was signed on July 21, 1718, between the Ottoman Empire on one side and Austria and the Republic of Venice on the other. Two
days after the signing of the treaty, Venice attacked Dulcigno. The siege lasted
until August 11, when the Venetian forces withdrew (Stanojević, 1970, 456). Remaining under Ottoman rule, Dulcigno continued to serve as the most important
stronghold of pirates in the southern Adriatic. Venetian ships suffered the most
from pirate attacks, but sometimes even merchant ships belonging to “nations” that
enjoyed good relations with the Ottoman government were their prey (Kocić &
Samardžić, 2019). With the Passarowitz peace treaty Venice had to be content with
Cythera, Butrinto, Preveza and Vonitsa, and a few additional frontier fortresses
in Dalmatia (Imotski). According to the 1699 peace agreement, Venice was also
obliged to allow free Ottoman communications with Ragusa (Dubrovnik). Venice
held the borders established in 1718 unchanged until the end of the Republic.20 The
Treaty of Passarowitz confirmed the long-standing stagnation. Venice was already
withdrowing from active politics in Italy during the second half of the seventeeth
century (Samardžić, 2011, 24).
Andrea Pisani’s last action was the attack on Ulcinj, or Dulcigno (Nani Mocenigo, 1935, 349). Then there was peace, and everything was returning to normal
life. However, on the night of september 21, a warehouse with 3,000 barrels of
20 After the conclusion of Passarowitz peace in 1718, Schulenburg stayed for a while in Corfu (TNA SP 99/62,
109r). He returned to Venice in September. The Senate, pleased with his successes, decided to renew his
contract at the end of the year (Ibid, 195r). Schulenburg remained in the service of Venice until his death in
1747 (Setton, 1991, 444).
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gunpowder exploded in the city of Corfu. Andrea Pisani was also killed, as his
palace was also hit (Nani Mocenigo, 1935, 350; AI, 1719, p. 6v). Mass in his honor
was served on January 11, 1719 in the church of BB Vegine (AI, 1719, p. 16r). At
the beginning of February, a coffin with his body arrived in Venice, and in a public
procession numerous patricians and citizens took part (AI, 1719, p. 29v).
The glory acquired in the First Morean War the Venetian oligarchy could not use
in the Second Morean War. Venice was weakened by neutrality, system inefficiency
and inert decision-making as the conflicting clans in the patrician monopolized
state foreign and domestic policy. Fortunate were the decisions to engage a German
general Schulenburg, and to enter into an alliance with Austria and the pope in
1716. Daniel IV Dolfin appears in British reports both as a person with a significant
function in the army, and as a paradigm of regression of the elite, institutions and
system. Venetian “official” historians of the era, avoided mentioning the details that
revealed the depth and essence of the crisis. Daniel IV’s myth originated precisely
in the official Venetian chronicles and their bias in relation to the oligarchy. The
nobility was suffering an identity crisis, while, regardless of the current that would
prevail in the Senate or the Grand Council, the whole nobility had as a common goal
the preservation of the existing order. On the other side, ordinary subjects, as the
majority of the population, were kept away from the executive and the legislature,
although the crisis of power began to suggest the existence of a “public opinion”,
and the emerging press was contributing, along with narratives and gossips, to its
formation. British sources gave more precise insights into the state and changes of
Venetian institutions, than domestic sources.
The struggle for supremacy in the patriciate did not end with the fall of Daniel
IV and the death of Pisani. The period from 1719 to 1723 was marked by the
struggle of two clans. One of them was led by Lorenzo Tiepolo, procurator and
representative of primi signori, the oligarchy. The leader of the second clan was
Giovanni Emo, brother of Angelo Emo, with the support of patricians of middle
and lower wealth. (Del Negro, 1997). The rivalry between the two clans marked the
political life of Venice during the next two decades. Fifteen influential patricians
also participated in political life (Hunecke, 1991, 144).
In the whirlwind of conflicts between the clans, the memory of Morea did not
disappear in vain. Charles de Montesquieu, who visited Venice in 1728, noticed
among its inhabitants a desire to return to Nafplio and Malvasia. (Montesquieu,
1894, I, 21–22). He noticed that the loss of Morea mostly affected the patricians of
lower financial status, who could gain income by gaining administrative positions
in that province (Montesquieu, 1894, I, 57).
Finally, some members of the Dolphin family survived the fall of Daniel IV.
This primarily refers to the son of Daniel III Dolphin, also named Daniel (16881734), who joined the church and for a time, slightly before his death, served as a
bishop in Udine (Preto, 1991).
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POVZETEK
V pričujoči študiji avtorja skušata na metodološko ustrezen način pokazati na
spremembe v beneškem patriciatu, do katerih je prišlo v obdobju konflikta, znanega kot
druga morejska vojna. V središču njunega raziskovanja so uradna poročila britanskih
predstavnikov v tem mestu, ki so do leta 1716 delovali na položaju sekretarja, od takrat
naprej pa tudi na položaju rezidenta (diplomatskega predstavnika, za stopnjo nižjega od
poslanika). Avtorja skušata tako razmere v patriciatu kot tudi konflikt med političnimi
strujami prikazati na primeru delovanja Danieleja IV. Dolfina. Vzpon in padec slednjega
preučujeta skozi dogodke, povezane z osvajanjem in izgubo Moreje [Peloponeza]. Turška
zasedba Moreje leta 1715 je v Benetkah ustvarila negativno ozračje, zaradi česar je postalo nujno poiskati primernega krivca za vojni debakel. Smotrnost svoje raziskave avtorja utemeljujeta tudi z izsledki sodobnega italijanskega zgodovinopisja, ki je na področju
raziskovanja razmer v patriciatu na podlagi beneških virov močno napredovalo. Posebej
analizirata krizo uradnega zgodovinopisja, za katerega menita, da je namerno in načrtno
zamolčalo tako medstrankarske razprtije kot tudi spor v zvezi z izvolitvijo vrhovnega
poveljnika vojne mornarice (capitano generale). Odnosi med najpomembnejšimi akterji
dogajanja zrcalijo krizo institucij in kažejo na zastarelo, disfunkcionalno družbeno strukturo. Obramba Moreje in ostalih posesti na Levantu, za katero si je beneška oblast resno
prizadevala v letih pred vojno, je bila v napadu turške vojske uničena v pičlih nekaj tednih. Zato so konec leta 1715, da bi vsaj malo pomirili nezadovoljno javnost, v beneškem
senatu sprožili več sodnih procesov, v katerih je bil eden izmed obtoženih tudi Daniele
IV. Dolfin. Problem, ki je bil s tem načet, pa so v pravo luč postavile volitve za položaj
vrhovnega poveljnika (capitano generale). Britanska poročila, na katera se sklicujeta
avtorja, razkrivajo pomembne vidike njegovega ravnanja, ki so jih Hugh Broughton (konzul), Christian Cole (sekretar) in Alexander Cunningham (rezident) opisali nedvoumno in
natančno. Avtorja primerjata naracije različnih zgodovinskih virov in hkrati pojasnjujeta
tudi posamezne dogodke iz življenja Danieleja IV. Dolfina, o katerih uradno beneško
zgodovinopisje namenoma molči.
Ključne besede: Benetke, Daniele IV. Dolfin, Andrea Pisani, oligarhija, patriciat, Moreja, Krf
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